Abstract. Gaussian process (GP) models are widely used to emulate propagation uncertainty in computer experiments. GP emulation sits comfortably within an analytically tractable Bayesian framework. Apart from propagating uncertainty of the input variables, a GP emulator trained on finitely many runs of the experiment also offers error bars for response surface estimates at unseen input values. This helps select future input values where the experiment should be run to minimize the uncertainty in the response surface estimation. However, traditional GP emulators use stationary covariance functions, which perform poorly and lead to sub-optimal selection of future input points when the response surface has sharp local features, such as a jump discontinuity or an isolated tall peak. We propose an easily implemented non-stationary GP emulator, based on two stationary GPs, one nested into the other, and demonstrate its superior ability in handling local features and selecting future input points from the boundaries of such features.
Introduction
Large scale computer simulation is widely used in modern scientific research to investigate physical phenomena that are too expensive or impossible to replicate directly [28, 9, 31] . Most simulators depend on a handful of tuning parameters and initial conditions, referred to as the input arguments. Often interest focuses on quantifying how uncertainty in the input arguments propagates through the simulator and produce a distribution function over one or many outputs of interest. In this paper we consider only deterministic simulators which when run on the same input twice will produce identical output values.
Quantifying uncertainty propagation will require several runs of a simulator at different input points to learn the input-output map Y = f (x) accurately over the entire input space. However, computer simulations are very time-consuming, thus running a simulator over a dense grid of input points could be prohibitively expensive. On the other hand, running a simulator over a sparse design chosen in advance may result in insufficient information in vast parts of the input space. Consequently, there is considerable interest in estimating a slow computer simulator with a fast statistical "emulator" [25, 15, 27] . The emulator is fitted to input-output data {x t , f t }, where f t = {f (x 1 ), . . . , f (x t )} is obtained from a few preliminary runs of the simulator on design x t = {x 1 , . . . , x t }, and the fitted model is then used for prediction of f at input configurations not included in x t [25, 6] . For Bayesian emulation, a common practice is to assign f a Gaussian process prior [25, 8, 29] . Gaussian process (GP) emulation is appealing due to its mathematical tractability and ability to incorporate a wide range of smoothness assumptions. The conditional posterior distribution of f at future inputs, given data {x t , f t } and process hyperparameters, remains a GP distribution. The posterior mean of f (x) gives a statistical estimate or surrogate for the simulator output at a new input x, whereas the posterior variance at f (x) quantifies how well the simulator has been learned at and around x. The latter is a particularly attractive feature of GP emulation as it provides a model based assessment of the emulator's accuracy and could be used to actively learn an optimal sequence of input points on which the simulator needs to be run to minimize the uncertainty in posterior surface estimation.
Research on computer emulation has largely focused on stationary GP models [25, 15] . Stationary GPs regard the similarity between f (x) and f (x + h) as a decaying function in h only, known up to global smoothness and decay parameters. This is a strong prior assumption that is not easily washed away by data and may lead to unrealistic emulation for many physical phenomena. In practice, stationary GP emulators run into difficulties when the shape of f has sharp localized features, e.g. abrupt discontinuities or tall peaks, and lead to poor point predictions and selection of future inputs. A simple example is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 1 . Three aspects emerge: (i) the discovery of a tall peak in the middle has a rippling effect and creates large oscillations of the predictive mean curve over a large part of the input space, a phenomenon often called "spline tension" effect in the predictor form; (ii) prediction seems overconfident around the peak, where the error bars are too narrow to capture the high variability around x = 0; instead, (iii) prediction intervals are quite large where abrupt changes in the function values are not observed, and f is relatively more well-behaved. A sequential design strategy based on uncertainty quantified by the prediction variance would favor the selection of a new input from the whole x domain, with the only exception of the tall peak. Thus, stationary GPs favor the selection of new points in unexplored regions of the input space (exploration), but tend to neglect regions that are deemed important based on the current estimate of f (exploitation).
Extrinsic diagnostics is often used to assess the adequacy of a GP emulator as surrogate for the simulator [4, 3] . For example, one can examine the leave-one-out cross validated (CV) standardized residuals to quantify the emulator's uncertainty. Either too large or very small CV standardized residuals (as compared to a N(0, 1) or a t ν ) at some validating points indicate that the emulator is poorly estimating the predictive uncertainty. Outliers of this kind denote a local fitting problem, which could be improved upon by adding new points in the vicinity. Thus, CV examines the local behavior of f , and flags those sub-regions where the simulator has more variations. Therefore, CV leans toward an exploitation-driven sequential design. Although CV is often combined with a stationary GP to better address sequential design, it is difficult to reconcile the exploration-driven predictive variance of a stationary GP with the exploitation-driven flagging of CV, and any combination is ad-hoc. Also, the model remains misspecified: a stationary model is used for a response which is often intrinsically not so [6] .
Several approaches to the problem of how to specifying non-stationary GP models can be found in the literature. In the context of computer emulation, [11] propose the Bayesian treed GP model (TGP), which applies independent stationary GPs to subregions of the input space determined by data-driven recursive partitioning parallel to the coordinate axes. Because of the parallel partitioning, TGP adapts well to surfaces having rectangular local features ("axes-aligned" non-stationarity). However, it may run into difficulties when the nature of the non-stationarity is more general. Also, TGP's hard partitioning of the input space prevents borrowing of information across partitions and enforces discontinuity on the estimated response surface. [2] decompose f into the sum of two stationary GPs, the first capturing the smooth global trend and the second modeling local details. Other approaches in the context of GP regression include [26, 29, 20] . This literature makes it clear that the main challenges in non-stationary GP modeling are to keep the number of hyperparameters under control to facilitate efficient learning from limited data while allowing for non-stationary features of various geometric shapes and at the same time not to enforce non-stationarity when not needed.
In this paper we propose a non-stationary GP emulator (Section 2) by equipping a stationary GP with optional non-stationarity. Specifically, non-stationarity is achieved by augmenting the input space with one extra latent input which we infer from the data. The latent input can flag regions of the input space characterized by abrupt changes of the function values and help correct for inadequacies in the fit. In the example above we find the proposed method to give significantly improved performance (Figure 1 ). Furthermore, several numerical examples (Section 4 and 5) show that our emulator adapts to local features of many kinds of shape and provides a more trustworthy judgement of uncertainty than stationary and other existing non-stationary GP emulators. The latter is a key advantage of our method. When an emulator is used to actively learn an optimal sequence of design points to minimize expensive runs of the simulator, it is absolutely crucial to have trustworthy judgement of uncertainty of the current estimate of f to concentrate efforts only on where needed. Sections 5 and 6 show results from various synthetic and real experiments where a sequential version of our emulator outperforms similar sequential adaptations of existing GP emulators, where we measured performance by number of simulator runs needed to achieve a certain accuracy.
The proposed method is also attractive from an operational point of view. Both the latent input dimension and the response function (of the original plus the latent inputs) are individually modeled as stationary GPs controlled by a small number of hyperparameters that can be efficiently learned with sequential Monte Carlo (MC) computing leveraging on conjugacy properties of GP. Sequential MC computing seamlessly blends with active learning of the sequential design, as opposed to Markov chain sampling based non-stationary GP emulators whose sequential adaptation requires re-running the whole Markov chain sampler at every iteration. We also investigate a two-stage fast approximation of the proposed emulator where the latent input GP is directly learned from data through nonparametric regression and the estimated input surface is plugged in to learn f . Simulations suggest that the two-stage approximation performs at least as well as the sequential MC "full Bayes" counterpart in handling local features and selecting additional inputs from the boundaries of such features. However, the sequential MC version of our emulator often achieves better accuracy given the same number of input points in the design.
Gaussian process emulators
2.1. GP emulation and stationarity. The canonical emulator used for the design and analysis of computer experiments is the GP. Specifically, for any finite collection of inputs
⊤ is jointly distributed as a multivariate normal distribution with mean µ(x) = h(x) ⊤ β and positive definite covariance matrix C(x,
Although h(·) may be any function on the input space X , hereafter we adopt a linear mean in the inputs, h(
⊤ , with β a vector of unknown parameters. Although the output of a computer model does not generally vary linearly in the inputs, there is often too little prior knowledge on the type of non-linearity.
Clearly, the representation of f as a Gaussian vector makes the computation conceptually straightforward. The conditional distribution of f at a new inputx, given data {x, f (x)} 1:t ≡ {X, F } and model parameters θ = {β, σ 2 , K}, is also Gaussian with mean
and varianceσ
where k ⊤ (x) is the t−vector whose i-th component is K(x, x i ), i = 1, . . . , t, and K is the t × t correlation matrix with i, j element K(x i , x j ).
The correlation function is crucial in GP modeling; it is through K(x, x ′ ) that we express a belief about how similar f (x) and f (x ′ ) should be if x and x ′ were close in X , thereby we express a belief about the smoothness of f . Although different formulations are possible, in this work we use the separable power correlation function
We fix p 0 = 2 (product-Gaussian correlation) and infer the correlation range parameters {φ l } p l=1 as part of our estimation procedure. Thus, the correlation is only function of x − x ′ (stationarity) and a set of roughness (unknown) parameters. [32] show that the squaredexponential kernel (1) can optimally adapt to any smoothness level. [5] develop a class of priors for the correlation range parameters which leads to minimax adaptive rates of posterior concentration. Bayesian inference for GP emulators proceeds by specifying prior distributions for the model parameters. We use an improper uniform prior on β, β ∝ 1, to reflect weak prior knowledge about these parameters, an inverse-gamma (IG) prior for the scale, σ 2 ∼ IG(a/2, b/2), and a log-normal prior for the correlation parameters, φ l ∼ log N(µ φ , ν φ ), but other formulations are possible [11] . The (marginalized) distribution of f at a new inputx, conditioned on K and data observed up to time t, is a Student-t distribution withν = t − p − 1 degrees of freedom, meanf (x|{x, f (x)} 1:t , K), and varianceσ 2 (x|{x, f (x)} 1:t , K). See [13] for more details on the derivation of these quantities.
2.2. Non-stationary GP through one latent input. In response to concerns about the adequacy of the stationary assumption, we propose a non-stationary GP that builds upon the concept of spatial deformation as in [26] . Specifically, we write
thus modeling the simulator as function of both the p−dimensional (known) vector of inputs, x ∈ R p , and a latent (unknown) input, Z = g(x) ∈ R, which we infer from the data. Our formulation relies on two stationary GPs, one for the function of interest and one for the latent input. Specifically, we assume
where θ denotes a vector of model parameters. We model µ θ as µ θ (x) = (1, x) ⊤ β, and an "augmented" product-Gaussian correlation form is assumed for K θ = σ −2 C θ :
Thus, (4) corresponds to the standard (squared-exponential) correlation function of a stationary GP (1) indexed by p + 1 inputs. Furthermore, we model the correlation function of the GP on g, i.e. the correlation of the latent level GP, as
with the scale parameter fixed to 1. The idea behind the spatial deformation approach is a non-linear transformation of the locations x t into a latent space within which the correlation structure is stationary [26] . The mapping is done through a GP prior as in [29] . However, our construction differs from the one in [29] , where K θ is chosen to correspond to a mixture of Gaussian correlation functions, each of which depends on the Euclidean distance between the latent inputs Z's only. While retaining an elegant formulation, our construction eases a more intuitive interpretation of the problem. We expect the latent process to mimic, at least qualitatively, the behavior of the response. The correlation between points near a sharp, localized feature is weakened since the corresponding distance has been stretched by the latent coordinate.
Clearly, the problem of modeling a non-stationary simulator could be tackled in different ways, e.g. one could proceed to a direct definition a non-stationary covariance function as in [20] . As opposed to this approach, the latent extension of the input space guarantees positive definiteness of the covariance between observations in the original space and enhances an intuitive interpretation of the problem.
For completeness, we remark that a similar methodological idea was independently developed by [22] in the context of GP regression for non-stationary processes.
Implementation
This section presents a sequential MC implementation of our non-stationary GP. The approach relies on particle learning (PL) [17] , which naturally blends with active learning of the design. The discussion of a two-stage approximation of the proposed emulator is deferred to Section 7.
First, we need to identify particles {S
, which contain all the sufficient information about the uncertainties given data up to time t, with N denoting the total number of particles. The sufficient information necessarily depends upon [(
The correlation functions have been indexed by t to stress their dependency to the data collected up to time t. Particles do not contain β nor σ 2 as these parameters can be marginalized out within our Bayesian construction [13] .
Particles are initialized at time t 0 > p + 1 with a sample of the unknown parameters from their prior distributions. The algorithm for updating particles {S
cycles through the following steps:
t ) denotes the probability of observing f (x t+1 ) under a Student-t distribution [13] • Propagate S
-The first step requires constructing the "propagated" correlation function of the latent GP, which will be used to sample the latent coordinate at the new input x t+1 . Thus, we buildK
, where the mean and covariance are obtained via standard kriging equations -We construct the "propagated" correlation function of f . We build
Notice that the three sub-steps above can be performed in parallel across particles, with considerable gain in terms of computational speed. The correlation range parameters and the latent input could be deterministically propagated by copying them from S
t+1 since they do not change in t. Although this strategy is fast, it could lead to particle depletion in future resampling steps. To avoid degeneracy, we include a "rejuvenate" step which applies Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) moves to the particles after the propagating step [10, 24] . The update is done via elliptical slice sampling [19] .
We remark that each particle returns an estimate of predictive mean surface,f (i) , and predictive standard deviation,σ (i) . Likely, some of these particles will provide higher fidelity surfaces than others. We will take the average of the point-wise predictive distribution for each of the particles, the posterior mean predictive curve, as our prediction of f at new inputsf
whereas the estimate for the predictive standard deviation is obtained as
). The authors are currently working on an efficient C++ implementation of the PL algorithm to be used in an R package. The prototype R code is available upon request.
3.1. Adaptive sequential design. Several authors have developed specific criteria for sequentially selecting new input points. For instance, [14] proposed an expected improvement criterion to estimate the global minimum of a computer simulator via the maximum likelihood estimator for the emulator parameters. Equivalently popular approaches are the so-called "active learning" criteria such as ALM -active learning MacKay [18] and ALCactive learning Cohn [7] . [30] compared ALM and ALC and observed that ALC often performs better than ALM. For example, the ALM criterion embedded into a stationary GP emulator favors the selection of new points along the boundary of the input space in that the predictive variance is largest beyond the points which are already in the design [18] . However, the ALC criterion is more intensive to implement, therefore we will adopt ALM in our numerical examples for computational feasibility.
ALM-based selection of future inputs sits comfortably within our PL implementation. After particles have been resampled, the algorithm performs prediction at a set of candidate input configurations based on the posterior predictive distribution (see [13] for more details). ALM induces an ordering among candidate points based on their predictive standard deviation and the point with largest standard deviation in predicted output is chosen as the next input x t+1 . Consequently, particles are propagated with the new pair [x t+1 , f (x t+1 )], and the sequence is iterated until some pre-specified stopping criterion is met, e.g. the largest predictive standard deviation falls below a certain threshold or a total number, T , of points has been included in the design.
Case studies
4.1. Learning local features. We consider a spatially inhomogeneous smooth function:
which is evaluated at 15 equally spaced points in Ω = [−2, 2]. For PL, we use N = 1000 particles initialized at time t 0 = 4 with a randomly selected subset of size 4 of the original 15 points. {φ 1 , φ 2 } andφ 1 are assigned log-normal priors distributions, and 0.5 and 0.25 are chosen as the prior mean and prior variance of the corresponding Normal distribution on {log φ 1 , log φ 2 , logφ 1 }. Also, a rather uninformative inverse-gamma prior is chosen for σ 2 , σ 2 ∼ IG(2, 1). Figure 2 shows the posterior mean predictive curve together with error bars computed aŝ f ±2 √σ 2 . We also show the results of fitting Bayesian TGP [11] and composite GP (CGP) [2] models. The limitations resulting from fitting a stationary GP to function (8) were outlined in Section 1. In comparison, the three non-stationary emulators (panels 2-4 in Figure 2 ) give significantly improved performance, i.e. the spline tension effect is eliminated, or strongly attenuated. However, TGP's most evident feature is the large uncertainty in the estimates as quantified by very wide error bars, which could be taken as indicator of an inadequate representation of the simulator. The error bars obtained with our non-stationary GP and CGP are more consistent with the local variability of the underlying surface. In terms of root mean squared error (RMSE), our emulator improves the accuracy of TGP and CPG by 25% and 40%, respectively.
4.2.
Quantifying the emulator's uncertainty. The simulator is typically expected to be within two or three standard deviations from the predictive mean [3] . While an isolated outlier might be ignored, several large standardized residuals, e.g. more than 1% or 5% of the total number of validating points, may denote a problem to be further investigated. For example, large standardized residuals systematically observed in correspondence of a particular input suggest that the emulator is not learning the local behavior of the process [6] . Further, they indicate that the emulator is under-estimating the predictive uncertainty. Ultimately, one wants to acquire an accurate knowledge of f with as least simulator's runs as possible. The emulator can be used to quickly identify those regions of the input space where the simulator exhibits more variations, thus help determine where the simulator's runs should concentrate. However, this goal can be achieved only if the emulator's estimate of uncertainty is trustworthy. If not, a sequential design strategy based on uncertainty will lead to a sub-optimal selection of input points.
Here we examine how model-based evaluations (Figure 2 and first row in Figure 3 ) combine with extrinsic diagnostics (second row in Figure 3 ). According to the explorationdriven predictive standard deviation of a stationary GP, one is basically equally likely to locate the new point anywhere in [−2, 2] (first panel in Figure 3 ). Instead, CV strongly favors the selection of a new input around x = 0 (exploitation-driven CV) to learn the local behavior of f . Thus, model-based evaluations and extrinsic diagnostics are inconsistent, and the latter shows that uncertainty is being under-estimated around the peak. Incongruent conclusions with CGP: if one trusts the model-based estimate of uncertainty, then the next input will be chosen around the peak; if one relies on CV, the next input will be chosen at the boundaries of the input space. For these two emulators, the problem of how to combine different diagnostic results emerges clearly. Instead, both model-based evaluations and CV for our non-stationary GP and TGP identify that the next point is needed around x = 0. As opposed to our emulator, the conclusion with TGP is however made much more evident by extrinsic diagnostics (a strikingly large CV standardized residual at x = 0) rather than by the predictive standard deviation.
1D discontinuous function.
We now consider a simple discontinuous function:
. We evaluate (9) at 10 equally spaced points in Ω = [−1, 1], and the initial design for PL is a randomly selected subset of size 4 of the same grid of points. This function is particularly suited to TGP because of the vertical, axis-aligned nature of localized feature. As opposed to the stationary GP, the point predictions made by the three non-stationary emulators are not (or less) distorted by the spline tension effect (Figure 4) , and the intervals seem more consistent with what might be guessed about the function from observing the data points. Again, TGP identifies large uncertainty everywhere in Ω.
Model-base evaluations for our non-stationary GP and CGP suggest to pick new points at (and around) x = 0 to exploit the local feature (top row in Figure 5 ). Exstrinsic and modelbased evaluations are still inconsistent for the stationary GP, whereas extrinsic diagnostics show that TGP is likely to be under-estimating the uncertainty at the jump. Although this would lead to a sequential design strategy consistent with the one suggested by TGP's modelbased evaluation, it is preferable to observe the more apparent pattern in our emulators's predictive standard deviation, which drops quickly when departing from x = 0.
In general, it is not clear how to reconcile model-based and extrinsic diagnostics whenever these lead to different evaluations. In particular, it is not obvious in what measure to favor the exploration-driven predictive standard deviation over the exploitation-driven CV. An emulator whose model-based evaluations reconcile with extrinsic diagnostics is preferred in that it automatically learns to create a good balance between exploration and exploitation, and one does not have to resort to ad-hoc combinations. Our emulator seems to accomplish this balance adequately. 
High-dimensional examples and sequential design
5.1. Two-dimensional functions with local features. In this Section, we provide three test functions possessing non-stationary features ( Figure 6 ). The second function ("building") is naturally suited to TGP because of the axis-aligned non-stationarity. First, we compare the performance of the emulators trained on the same set of input points. We use a 40 Latin Hypercube Design (LHD -blue points in Figure 6 ), which allows the emulators gather knowledge on the overall shape of f because of its "space-filling" nature. Figures 7-8 show the posterior predictive mean surface, f , and the predictive standard deviation,σ, for the menhir, building, and well functions, respectively. For the menhir function, the initial LHD does not include points at or nearby the peak, and this affects the estimates of the four emulators which can not recover the central spike. Note, however, how both our emulator and CGP identify higher uncertainty in the central part of the input space. This is also true for TGP, but the reason is likely to be related to the partitioning scheme rather than to learning the geometry of the feature. The most distinctive feature that emerges from both Figure 7 and Figure 8 is that our emulator is learning the geometry of the local features, as shown by the evident patterns in predictive standard deviation. This does not appear to be the case for the other emulators.
Next, we want to assess whether the emulators can correct for inadequacies in the fit. In other terms, we want to examine whether the emulators can learn about, and thus concentrate exploration in, the most interesting or complicated regions of the input space. Therefore, we let the emulators select 20 additional points (60 for well) sequentially via ALM.
Figures 2 and 3 in Web Appendix A showf andσ for the menhir and well functions at T = 60 and T = 100, respectively, and Figure 9 refers to the building function at T = 60. Regardless of the function being examined, our non-stationary emulator favors the sampling of new points from the boundaries of the features. Therefore, it strikes a good balance between exploration (initial LHD) and exploitation (newly selected points). This is not necessarily true for the other emulators across different functions, i.e. CGP tends to select new points at the center of the input space of the menhir function, but no pattern is observed for building and well functions. TGP's selection is driven by the partitioning scheme in that the predictive standard deviation is generally higher at the edges between consecutive partitions. Thus, TGP seems to concentrate in learning the partition rather than the local feature.
For a more quantitative numerical comparison among the emulators, Figure 10 shows the progression of the RMSE as additional inputs are being selected. Our non-stationary emulator performs at least as well as CGP on the menhir function, and outperforms the other emulators on building and, in particular, well functions.
To conclude, our emulator is learning and concentrating the exploration in interesting areas of the input space. Furthermore, it compares favorably both in cases of axis-aligned non-stationarity (building) and in situations where the type of non-stationarity is more general (well).
5.2.
Six-dimensional examples. We consider two 6D examples, which constitute an extension of the 2D building and well functions. The 6D building has true function: on the hypercube X = [0, 1] 6 . The 6D well has true function:
on the hypercube X = [0, 1] 6 . Therefore, f in (11) is constant in x 5 and x 6 . For PL, N = 1000 particles are trained on a 120 LHD. Emulators then select 80 additional points from a 1000 candidate LHD according to ALM. Similar to the 2D examples, our nonstationary emulator outperforms the others in terms of reduction of RMSE (left and central panels in Figure 11 ). Therefore, inactive covariates which add noise to the process (6D well) do not affect the performance of our emulator. Additional summaries are reported in Web Appendix B.
LGBB CFD experiment
This Section presents an application to a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulator of a proposed reusable NASA rocket booster vehicle, the Langley Glide-Back Booster (LGBB). The interest is in learning about the response in several flight characteristics of the LGBB as a function of three inputs (speed in Mach number, angle of attack, and slide-slip angle) when the vehicle reenters the atmosphere. See [12] for more details on the study.
The CFD simulation involves the iterative integration of systems of inviscid Euler equations and each run of the solver for a given set of parameters takes on the order of 5-20 hours on a high-end workstation [12] . Therefore, the interest in adaptively design the experiment to concentrate sampling in those regions where the response is more interesting (e.g., higher uncertainty or richest structure) emerges clearly. As [12] show, the most interesting region occurs near Mach 1 and for large angle of attack (refer to Figure 6 in Web Appendix C which shows the "lift" response as function of Mach and Alpha). The ridge in response at Mach equal to 1 separates subsonic flows and supersonic flows. The behavior of the response is quite different in the two regions, with lift appearing mostly homogeneous in the supersonic region.
Following [12] , we examine the lift response as a function of speed (Mach) and angle of attach (Alpha) with the side-slip angle (Beta) fixed at zero. We obtain a linear interpolation onto a 30×30 grid over Mach and Alpha, and use the interpolated lift as our truth. Figure 12 shows a slice of the posterior mean predictive surface as a function of Mach and Alpha. The distinction between subsonic and supersonic flows is well captured by the non-stationary emulators, which tend to select new input points with small Mach, particularly for large Alpha. The stationary GP focuses mostly on a uniform exploration of the space and will require ad-hoc extrinsic diagnostics to focus around the ridge.
The third panel in Figure 11 shows the progression of RMSE to the interpolated truth. Our emulator performs as well as TGP on a surface that favors the latter because of the axis-aligned local feature, and improves the accuracy over stationary GP and CGP by 35% and 48%, respectively, at T = 100. LGBB slice of mean posterior predictive surface of the lift response as a function of Mach (speed) and Alpha (angle of attack) with Beta (side-slip angle) fixed at 0. The design was initialized with 20 randomly selected points from a 30×30 grid (black points), and 80 new points were selected via ALM (blue).
7. Two-stage empirical Bayes approximation of non-stationary GP emulator 7.1. Implementation. The modeling approach we have investigated in the previous Sections is formulated around an effort at joint modeling of both f and Z. The latent input GP essentially becomes a vector of model parameters that can not be marginalized out within our construction, thus needs to be learnt. Bearing in mind that this GP is latent and the vector Z is of sequentially increasing dimension, the learning of Z can face challenges and a large amount of data may be needed to learn it well. Alternatively to this "full Bayes" approach, we elect here a cruder but much simpler strategy to approximate our non-stationary emulator. Specifically, we can rely on a two-stage approach where the first stage focuses on the estimation of the latent predictor, and the second stage focuses on learning f assuming that the latent predictor is known and fixed at the level estimated in the first stage. Although several methods exist to obtain an estimate of the latent input GP at first stage, we investigate here an MCMC-based nonparametric regression approach. Suppose we are given an initial design {x i , f (x i )} g by a stationary GP indexed by the p-dimensional vector of known inputs, x, and a vector of model parameters, θ:
As discussed above, several choices are available for the GP meanμ θ , including the constant-zero mean. The correlation functionK θ corresponds to (5). If we consider a unit scale and fixμ θ ≡ 0, (12) reduces to the GP prior on g presented in (3). One can estimate g from a smooth GP (noisy) regression: (13) f (x i ) = g(x i ) + ǫ i , with ǫ i ∼ N(0, τ 2 ), and i = 1, . . . , t.
Overall, the model in (12)- (13) is equivalent to assuming a GP prior on f :
where δ ·,· is the Kronecker delta function. Bayesian inference of (14) proceeds via MCMC: realizations are drawn from the joint posterior distribution of the model parameters and, for all x of interest and using the parameter values drawn from the posterior distribution, we can estimate
, the point predictor of f at x. Steps are repeated a large number of times, and the average of the point predictors is used as estimate of g. At the second stage, we consider f |ĝ(x), θ ∼ GP(µ θ , K θ ), where f is now a stationary GP indexed by a p + 1−dimensional vector of inputs {x,ĝ(x)} as in (3)- (4) under the fiction that the latent input is known. Similar to the first stage, inference for θ proceeds via MCMC. Similar to the "full Bayes" version of our method, prediction is made at a set of candidate points using the the parameter values drawn from the posterior distributions, and the estimated predictive uncertainty is used to guide the selection of new inputs.
The two-stage, MCMC-based inference is perfectly coherent and comes closest to a full Bayesian treatment of the problem since it takes into account uncertainty in estimating the hyperparameters and the latent input GP at first stage. However, MCMC-based inference is ill-suited to sequential design, as the chain must be restarted and iterated until convergence when the design is augmented with a new pair [x t+1 , f (x t+1 )]. Fits from previous iterations can only guide the initialization of the new Markov Chain. 7.2. Simulation studies. We evaluate the performance of the two-stage approximation on the sequential experiments presented in the previous Sections. Figure 7 in Web Appendix D shows the performance of the two-stage approximation on the 2D examples of Section 5.1 given the initial 40 LHD. Estimating the latent input surface at first stage considerably improves the performance of our emulator on the Menhir function. Similar to what observed with the "full Bayes" implementation, the key feature is that the emulator is learning the geometry of the different features. This helps select new inputs from the edges of such features ( Figure 13 ). Figure 14 shows a comparison between two-stage approximation and "full Bayes" in terms of progression of RMSE. No implementation is preferred in terms of predictive accuracy across functions or number of input points. The "full Bayes" approach is preferred on the well function, whereas two-stage seems to be preferred on the Menhir function for smaller designs. This is probably due to the ability of the two-stage approximation in better learning the latent input GP through the first noisy regression, which results into quicker learning of f . However, the predictive accuracy of the "full Bayes" approximation of our emulator considerably improves when one point is selected at the center of the input space (this happens at t = 48), and eventually reconciles with two-stage approximation. To conclude, the two-stage approximation of our emulator preserves some good features of the "full Bayes" version, namely learning the geometry of different types of shape and increasing the sampling frequency of new inputs along important input dimensions. Therefore, it constitutes a valid alternative to the full Bayesian implementation for adaptive design selection and function approximation. However, the "full Bayes" version often achieves lower RMSE, in particular for larger designs or in higher dimensions. 
Discussion
In this work we describe a non-stationary GP model that can be used as an emulator in the sequential design of computer experiments. To induce non-stationarity, we consider a mapping to a latent space where stationarity holds, and augment the input space by the latent input. The numerical examples show that the extra flexibility introduced by the latent input greatly improves predictions over a stationary GP fit. In particular, the proposed methodology provides more reliable, model-based evaluations as opposed to extraneous explorations done with stationary GPs, and adapts to both cases of axis-aligned non-stationarity and in situations where the non-stationarity is more general. The approach also retains an easy interpretability while building upon a simple but elegant construction. Here we discuss some details in regard to our implementation and computer emulation in general.
The nugget. A "nugget" is a small, positive quantity α often added to the diagonal of the correlation function for f [1] . The resulting covariance function corresponds to the case where f is observed with additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance α. Many authors do not include a nugget term on the grounds that computer codes are deterministic. In fact, the nugget introduces a measurement error in the stochastic process. A GP that includes a nugget does not interpolate and assigns non-zero uncertainty to the design data. However, it is not uncommon practice to include a nugget to enhance the numerical stability in factorizing covariance matrices [11, 1] . A typical value of the nugget used in our numerical examples is α = 10 −7 (PL implementation), the effect of this being the addition of α in the predictive variance of the responses. Although very small, α can have a non-negligible impact on the estimates. For example, it compromises interpolation of the stationary GP on the menhir function (Figure 2 in Web Appendix A). However, the nugget did not seem to significantly affect the estimates of our non-stationary GP. For more details on the inclusion of a nugget in computer emulation, refer to [1, 2] .
High-dimensional problems. The application of the proposed methodology to high-dimensional input spaces can be challenging due to the intrinsic difficulty faced in high-dimensional settings by GP models, which try to recover up to the p-th level of interaction. We expect that more structure (i.e., additivity, sparse factorization) is needed to handle high dimensional problems. Independently developed research in the context on non-parametric regression suggests that additive GP models could be a promising way to move forward, and they will be investigated in future research.
Applications. Although the model was developed for the analysis of computer experiments, it also has a wide range of uses as a simple and efficient method for non-stationary modeling in the analysis of social, biological, and ecological data collected over spatial domains. The extension to non-parametric regression is straightforward with the inclusion of a nugget [29, 23, 16, 21] . e. an expanded grid of 30 equally spaced points along each coordinate axes. Blue points correspond to the initial design used for PL for our non-stationary GP. We also report the root mean squared error (rmse) and the maximum predictive standard deviation (max psd), which are computed based on the test points. Menhir function estimates at 60 design points. Black points denote the initial 40 LHD whereas blue points denote the additional inputs selected via the ALM criterion. Note how the stationary GP does not interpolate at the peak. We defer a discussion on this phenomenon in Section 8 of the paper. Web Appendix B
Six-dimensional numerical examples
Recall that φ j ≥ 0 (φ j ≥ 0) controls the sensitivity of f (g) to x j . Thus, φ j = 0 (φ j = 0) removes x j (dimension reduction), whereas a larger φ j (φ j ) gives smaller correlation, i.e. f (x) and f (x ′ ) (g(x) and g(x ′ )) are less related in the x j direction and the function is more complex. Figure 4 shows the distribution across particles of the estimated {φ i } 6 i=1 in the 6D well example. Note thatφ 5 areφ 6 are estimated to be smaller than {φ i } 4 i=1 , thus showing that our emulator is learning that f is less sensitive to these input dimensions. Besides a few large isolated outliers, the correlation length parameters of K are estimated to be small except for φ 7 , which is associated to the latent input Z (Figure 5 ). 
Web Appendix C
LGBB CFD experiment 
